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Abstract. The solution to the problem of factorization of the covariance function
of a stationary, discrete-time process is obtained by using a Newton-Raphson
procedure which converges quadratically in I, provided the initial iterate is chosen
suitably. The existence of a suitable initial iterate is guaranteed by an appraximation result. An application to error localization in spectral factorization is
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Definitions and Notation

r

Banach algebra of real matrix sequences of the form 6(n)I
is the discrete-time delta function

+ q(n),where 6

1is the N x N identity matrix and q is a real N x N matrix sequence which
is absolutely summable,

Here 1.1 denotes the matrix norm

Id2= A M A X ( V ~ ~ ) .
qT Transpose of matrix q.
q H Complex conjugate transpose of matrix q.
q" Adjoint of the real matrix sequence q, defined by qn(n)= qT(-n).
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q+

Causal part of matrix sequence q, defined by
n > 0,

Anticausal part of matrix sequence q, q-(n) = q(n) - q+(n).
q
q * $ Convolution product of matrix sequences q and $,
(9 * $1 ( 4 =

C

ms.2

cp(n - m)$(m).

1. Iutroduction

Let W denote the set of all N x N real matrix sequences q defined on H which satisfy:
(a) q o = q, i.e., q is self-adjoint;
(b) nv E iI, i.e., C.. a! lnq(n)l < m;
( 4 d o ) = 0.
Evidently, if q E W thendl q E r for

+

Notice that the condition nq E 1, is sufficient for cp E 1,. The condition (b) assures
uniform continuity of the derivative of the Fourier transform @(eim)
of q, while (c)
may be assumed without loss of generality by scaling is necessary.
It is of interest to obtain a factorization of the form
where v is causal and satisfies conditions (lb) and (lc) above. This type of factorization has many applications including stability theory [DV], the solution of certain
infinite-dimensional systems of linear equations [GK], in the filtering and realization theory of stochastic processes [Cl], in optimal control systems theory [AM],
and in identification [AG]. The continuous-time analogue to this problem has also
been considered in [CG] and [GK]. Since q E l , , it has a discrete Fourier transform

which is uniformly continuous and bounded [DV, p. 2501. In addition, condition
(l.lb) ensures that CJis absolutely continuous, with uniformly continuous, bounded
derivative dm, and the fundamental theorem of calculus holds. It has been shown
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[DV] that the factorization (1.3) always exists if
(a) I

@I

+ @(ei") is positive definite for all w E [-s,

+s];

I I Q I<
I ~1.

(1.5)

Since v is causal, and in I , , it has the z-transform

which is analytic in lzl > 1 and uniformly continuous on lzl
factorization (1.3) then becomes
I

+ a+)

= (I

= 1 [DV,

p. 2501. The

+ v(z(z))(I+ v*(z)) = W(Z)w*(z),

(1.7)

where V*(z) = VH(z-I),and V(z) is bounded and uniformly continuous on J z J= 1,
and analytic together with its inverse in lzl z 1. This is known as the spectral
factorization operation, and this transform version of (1.3) is mainly what is used
in the systems theory applications noted above in [DV], [GK], [CI], [AG], and
[AM]. Continuity properties of this operation have been considered in several forms
[A2], [AG], [GA] and will be utilized in this paper.
This paper is concerned with the description of an iterative scheme for obtaining
the factorization (1.3). This method is based on a Newton-Raphson procedure
which converges quadratically in the 1, norm to the solution v, provided the initial
iterate is suitably chosen. This iteration is a variant of the Newton-Raphson
method of covariance factorization for continuous-time nonstationary processes
defined on a compact interval described in [A3]. Newton-Raphson procedures for
solving finite-dimensional (polynomial) spectral factorization problems are also
known; see [Wl and [V].
The schemes of [W] and [V] can be regarded as a specialization of that of this
paper, as noted further below. A "state-variable" version of the scheme of [W] is
due to Kieinman [K]. The connection between the scheme of
and [K] is
explained in [A4]. Actually, [W] and [K] consider problems in the s-plane rather
than the z-plane, but the connection can easily be made by bilinear transformation.
There is also a direct discrete-time analog of [K]; see [HI. It should also be noted
that [A4], [K], and [HI mostly cast the spectral factorization problem in terms of
linear-quadratic (LQ) regulator theory, but the difference is inessential. It is of
practical interest to consider a more general (i.e., not necessarily rational) case, since
such problems can arise in systems with distributed parameters and/or delay
operations such as cbemical/industrial processes and flexible structures, for example. The spectral factorization operation can then assume an important role in the
design of LQ regulators, identification, and filtering algorithms for such systems.
There is another procedure, using a quadratically convergent iterative algorithm,
for achieving spectral factorization of a not necessarily rational @(ei"), due to
Masani [MI. This algorithm is discussed at the end of the next section. It has the
possibly undesirable property that if @(ei")is rational and is of degree 2n, and the
initial iterate for the spectral factorization solution is rational of degree n, the
subsequent iterates, although rational, may have a degree which grows uncontrollably. This is in contrast to the scheme described in this paper which maintains the

[w
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maximal degree of the approximants if suitably initialized. We pursue this point
later.
2. The Newton-Raphson Procedure
Consider the factorization (1.3), with y, E W; then the idea of the Newton-Raphson
method is to suppose there is available an approximation w, to w, which is used to
seek a causal Aw, such that
Neglecting second-order terms (2.1) defines Awk by
61+y,=w,*w~+Awk*w~+wh*Aw~.

Assuming theinversep, of wkexists in the algebra r,i.e., w, * p,
p,*(61

= p,

+ y,)*p; = 61 +pk*Awh+ Awi*pi.

(2.2)

* wk = 61, then
(2.3)

Let
m,=p,*(SI+y,)*p;-61,

(2.4)

and denote the causal and anticausal parts of m, by m; and m;, respectively. Then
AW,=

w,*~:,

(2.5)

since m, is self-adjoint.Thus the iteration is defined by
The following lemma shows that certain important properties are preserved by the
iteration (2.6).

Lemma 1. Let
m(n) = b(n)I + qb),

~ (=4J(n)I + vb),
where v, q are real N x N matrix sequences. Then:
(a) If q €Il and v E lp, then r = q * u E lPfor arbitrary p E [I, m].
(b) Suppose q E 1, and q is causal so that 61 + q has a z-transform Q(z) which
exists for all / z l 2 1. Suppose further that
then there is a causal w E ll such that
i.e., m has an inverse in r .
(c) Ifq,v€Wthenq*vEW.
Proof. (a) This follows directly from Holder's inequality (see [DV, pp. 243-2441),
(b) Follows from the result by Hille and Phillips [HP] (see also [DV,
pp. 250-2511),
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(c) Clearly, q * v(0) = 0 if q(0) = 0, so it remains only to show n(q * v) E 1,.
Consider

= Il~lllllnvlll+ llvlllllnqlll~

establishing the result.

Lemma 2.
(a) Suppose at iteration k of the Newton-Raphson scheme (2.6)
where vk E lI and is causal with v,(O) = 0.
(h) Suppose the inverse in of wk exists and is given by
where qk E 1, and is causal with qk(0)= 0.
(c) Suppose mk e I , with mk(0)= 0, and its discrete Fourier transform Mk(erm)
satisfies
I

+ Mk(ei") > 0

for all o E [-n,

(2.12)

R]

(the notation describing positive definiteness of the matrix). Then all the above
properties hold with k replaced by k + 1, by iterating (2.6).

Proof. (a) From (2.5), Awk = (61 + v,) * m:, so by Lemma 1, part (a), Aw, E 1, and
is causal, since m: and v, have the same properties. Also, by Lemma 1, Awk(0)= 0,
since m: (0) = mk(0)/2= 0 by assumption.
(b) Consider I M:(e'") where M,f denotes the z-transform on m: E I,. This
function is nonsingular for all w E [ - n , R ] , as we can argue by contradiction. For
suppose there is an x E CN,nonzero, and o,E [ - R , R ] such that [I + M,+(eZwo)]x
=
0. Consider now

+

Here we have used the self-adjointness of mk yielding M;(z) = M;"(i-l). Thus (2.13)
contradicts the assumption made on the positive definiteness of I Mk(ei"). Now
since m l E I,, M,f(z)+ 0 uniformly on the circle lzl = R as R + m [DV, p. 2501

+
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+

since mk(0) = 0 by assumption. Thus det(1 M,+(2))+ 1 on a circle of sufficiently large radius. So, by the principle of the argument [R], it follows that
inf{det(I M;(z)): 121 2 1) > 0 (apply the maximum modulus theorem to
{det(l M,f(Z-'))}-': 121 I I), and thus by Lemma 1, part (b), 61 m: has an
inverse 61 nk with nkE I,, causal, i.e.,

+

+
+

+

(61 + m ~ ) * ( 6 1 + n k ) = ( 6 1 + n k ) * ( 6 1 + m : ) = 6 1 .
Since n,

=

-m:

- m;

* n,,

(2.14)

then nk(0)= 0 by Lemma 1. Now, from (2.6),

P~+=
I (61 + qk+,) = (61 + nk)* P,,

(2.15)

thus q,+, E 1, and is causal with qk+,(0) = 0.
(c) From (2.2) and (2.6)
w,,

* w:+,

= 61

+ q + Awk*Aw;,

(2.16)

or in the frequency domain
Wk+,(ei")W~,(e~'")
=I

+ cD(eiw)+ AWk(eiw)AW,T(e-iw).

(2.17)

Rewriting (2.4) in the frequency domain gives
Combining (2.18) and (2.17) gives
which is negative semidefinite. Also from (2.17), and using I + @(elo)=
W(eLW)
WH(eiw),

Thus I 2 -Mk+,(ei") 2 0 for all o E [-n, n]. Suppose for the purposes of establishing a contradiction that [I Mk+,(ei"o)]x = 0 for some x # 0 and
o,E [-n, n]. Then (2.20) gives

+

,+,(e w")W(~iwo)
= 0.

X H ~ - l i

(2.21)

Now (1.7) ensures that W-'(ei") is bounded for all w E [-n, n] so that
X H ~,+,(- l e i w )~
0. As a consequence of part (a), Wk+,(e'"") is also bounded so this
implies x = 0, a contradiction. The fact that m,+,(O) = 0 follows from Lemma 1 and
(2.4). Thus (2.12) holds with k replaced by k + 1.

-

Comment. The above lemma shows that if the initial iterate wo is chosen to he
causal and in 1, with w,(O) = 1 and the inverse has the same properties, then these
properties hold for all iterates wk and inverses p,. This ensures the existence of
the appropriate Fourier and z-transforms at each stage and ensures that all equations have a sensible meaning as the iteration progresses. It is interesting to compare
this iteration with the case considered in [A3], which deals with the fac'torization

'
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of a Fredholm integral operator on a compact interval. In that case, the factorization always exists, and the invertibility of the various integral operators involved
in the iteration was obtained by the standard resolvent methods. In this case, the
Hille-Phillips theorem for invertibility of operators in a Banach algebra has been
applied. In either case, the resulting equations are similar. The reader is also referred
to [A31 for an interpretation of the iteration equations in terms of stochastic
processes.
We will now describe, for the purposes of contrast, the scheme of Masani [MI.
The initial data is 61 q where q must obey the (restrictive) condition l/(pll, < i.
The iteration used is

+

sr + vk+,= (61 - qi+),')*(sr+ ~ ~ ) * (-a q;)
r

(2.22)

or, equivalently,
%+I =

(2.23)

d ' x + * q- i( d o * + * ~~k +
k * ~ i d) *+q k * q i

with qo = q as initialization. It follows that

and it can be proved that
\iq?/\l $

kill 5 (4il'?lli)2k.

(2.25)

Then with 11911 < $, w is defined by
0

w-l

= Iim

fl (61 - 9;).

(2.26)

k-m ,=k

+

As an example, if 61 q has Fourier transform (w2 + 15)/(w2+ 16), the first
iteration produces a q, such that the Fourier transform of 61 q, is
(w2 4.125')(w2 15)/(wZ 16)2.Thus the iterations remain rational, but of increasing degree as noted in Section 1. The Newton-Raphson scheme described
herein bounds the degree of the approximant by that of @+, if the initial iterate is
constant or has the same stable poles as @. A similar result has been previously
established in the polynomial case [WJ, and the following argument extends this
to the general case. We have shown in Lemma 2 that M,+(2) -,0 as 121 -t oo,so M,+
is strictly proper. A little thought reveals that M,f has as its poles the zeros of W,,
so I M; is proper with degree not exceeding that of W,, and so W,, is proper
with degree equal to '3'. If we apply one iteration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm to the above example with Wo = 1 + @+,thenWo = 1 - 0.127/(io + 4)giving
I @, = (02 15.000)/(w2 16).

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

3. Convergence of the Scheme

It remains to show that the Newton-Raphson scheme proposed converges to the
desired factorization (1.3).It will be shown that the required convergence is obtained
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with the convergence in the 1, sense, i.e.,

This implies that 11 w - w,/l, + 0 for all p E [I, oo] and 11 W - Wkllp+ 0 for all
p E [I, m], and is the strongest convergence result of this type. In this section, we
will first prove (Lemma 3) that if a suitable initial iterate w,, exists, then a certain
sequence of norms involved in the Newton-Raphson method converges to zero;
under a slightly more restrictive choice of wo this convergence is assured to he
quadratic. Then we will show (Lemma4)that such achoice always exists by selecting
a rational approximation to the derivative of the spectral matrix. Although this does
not provide a suitable constructive tool, we argue that under a restrictive condition
on the norm of q,convergence is guaranteed with the initial choice 6(n). We also
conjecture that such a restriction is by no means necessary, and that convergence
should be obtained for a much larger set of initial iterates. The main theorem
yielding the convergence of the iterates is then proved.

,,

Lemma 3. Let or, = lip, * Awkli = IIm; 11 k r 1. Then f for some ko 2 1, orko-, <
0.5, then or, + 0 as k + m. Furthermore, f aka_, < 1 - I/$,
the convergence is
quadratic.
Proof. It follows from (2.3), and (2.16) with k replaced by k - 1, that

Observe that
P k * wk-l

= (pk-1
= (P,-I
= (61

*~k)-l
*(w,-I + AY-~))-'

+ p,_, *Aw,_,)-I.

(3.3)

So if aka_, < 1the standardinverse result for Banach algebras [GG] that if IIA/I < 1,
then I + A is invertible with ll(I A)-'11 < (1 - /lAll)-' may be applied to yield

+

IIPX,*~~,<
- ~[I
I ~-~ ako-ll-'.

(3.4)

then pko-, < 1 if aka_, < 0.5. Then from (3.5), ako< p k ~ _ , a k 0<~ ,a, o_,. Thus pko<
Pk0-1 and
=kO+m

",+I

< pko-lak~-1,

(3.7)
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and thus or, + 0 as k + m. Furthermore, if 0 < aka_, < 1 - 1 1 4 , then pko_, <
crkO_, and thus aka< a&,, and the quadratic convergence follows.

Comment. Lemma 3 shows that if for a particular set of iterates of the NewtonRaphson procedure, determined by the choice of wo, there is a particular value of
k such that Ip, * w,_, 11, < 0.5, then this sequence of norms will approach zero as
k -, m. It will not be shown that it is always possible to choose the initial iterate
so this condition may be achieved. An iterative scheme for spectral factorization is
also presented in [DV, pp. 211-2151, although it is unclear whether that scheme
offers the quadratic convergence rate achieved by the Newton-Raphson method
described above.
Lemma 4. Suppose the matrix function q satisfying the conditions (1.1) and (1.5) is
given. Then:

+

(a) If E > 0 is chosen sufficiently small, there is a rational matrix I 6(z) which
has all its poles off the unit circle, with stable minimum-phase spectral factor
W(z), with /I@- 611, < E and /Id@- d 6 1 , < cfi/$n.
(b) By choosing E suitably small, the following norms may be made arbitrarily small:
(0 I1 W - ~ 1 1 ~ ;
(ii) IIdW - dWl12;
(iii) 1 W-' - w-~II,;
(iv) IId W-I - d@-1112;
(v) IIP - 811 1 ;
where

Proof. (a) Since n q G l,, then @ is differentiable and absolutely continuous, with
derivative d@ E L,[-z, n] uniformly continuous. Thus by Weierstrass' second
theorem [All, given any E > 0, there is
N

C

P(z) =

a,zn

"=-N

(3.9)

such that
sup {IP(ei") - d@(ei")l:o E [-n, n]} < E&.
Then

I cEJI/7LlZ.

Thus from (1.2),
N

C
n=-N
n#O

l~(n)-a.linl

=

IIy,-@Il, < a 3

(3.10)
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where @(n)= a,/in for n # 0 and @(O)= 0, and thus
sup {lQ(eZm)
- @(eL")I:w e [-n, n]} < E,

(3.13)

where

+

+

The approximating rational matrix is taken to be I 6(z) = I Q(z). Now if
I + @(eZ")> A I for some A > 0, then I + 6(etm)> (A - E)I, which may be made
strictly positive definite by choosing E sufficiently small. Also 1/61/,< 1, so by [Cl]
and [AG] I 6 has a spectral factorization I 6 = @@* with J?, along with its
inverse being analytic in lzl 2 1.
(b) Observe that @, 6 are absolutely continuous and have derivatives d@ and
d 6 E L2, respectively. Also, since I/@ - 611,may be made arbitrarily small (3.13),
and /Id@- d611, and thus lid@ - d6112 are bounded, the L, continuity (i) and (iii)
is guaranteed by the results of Green and Anderson [GA] (Theorem 3.2). Parts (ii)
and (iv) are now verified. Consider

+

+

which gives
W-' d@ W-*

=

W-' d W + d W* W-*.

(3.16)

d 6 @-*

=

@-I

d @ + d@* @-*

(3.17)

Similarly,
@-I

From (3.16) and (3.17)
2 1 1 ~ - Id w -

@-I

d@j12 I IIW-' d@ W-* - @ - I d 6 @-*/I2
I

Il W-' d@ W-*

-

+ II@-' d@ W-*

W-'d@ W-*I12
- w-I

d 6 W-*/I2

+ 11e-l
d 6 W-* - @-'

d 6 @-*l12

I1 W-'

-

@-'llw I 1 W-'llm lld@llz

+ l l @ ~ ' l l m l l ~ ~ ' l l m-l l d6112
~@

+1W

@

@

,

(3.18)
d
2
The left-hand side of (3.18) may he made arbitrarily small by the assumptions on
the derivatives, and by (i). Now
lldW-d@l12 I IIW(W-'dW-

-

W-' d@)112

I IIWII,II W-' d W - W-' d@ll2

I ~ ~ W / ~ , { d~W~ -W@-'
~ ' dell2

+ ll@-'d@-

s I I W I I , { I I Wd -w~ - @-I

+ I I ~ W I I ~ I-I Ww --l ~~ ~ w } .

d@1l2

W-' d@l12}
(3.19)
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The left-hand side of (3.19) may be made arbitrarily small by (3.18)and (iii). In order
to establish (iv), note that
d W-1 - d W - l = - W-1 d W W - I + @-I d f@ @-I
A

=

-[W-'

dW

- f@-' d @ ] W-'

+ W-'

d @ [ ~ - ' - W-'1. (3.20)

It is then easy to establish (iv) using (3.18) and (iii). To verify (v), notice that (iv)
implies that llnp - nfll/, is small and hence so is Ilp - @ I l l by (1.2).
The main theorem may now be stated and proved.
Theorem 1. Consider the Newton-Raphson iteration (2.6) with conditions (1.1) and
(1.5). Then a suitable initial iterate wo may be selected such that:
(a) w, E I I and is causal for all k 2 0;
(b) p, E Il and is causal for all k 2 0;
(c) Il w - w,l/ I + 0 quadratically as k + m;
(d) lip - p,lll + 0 quadratically a s k + m.

(3.21)

Proof. Properties (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 2 provided w, E 1, and is causal
with inverse po having the same properties.
In view of Lemma 3, it may be established that p, * Aw, + 0 in 1, provided there
is a ko such that
ak0 = I I P ~*, A W , ~ I I<
~ 1 - I/*.

(3.22)

To illustrate that this may be achieved with k, = 0, select wo to be the causal Fourier
series coefficient sequence of @of Lemma 4. Lemma 4 shows that 4 may be chosen
so that llrp - 411, is arbitrarily small (say < 8) whilst I I @ / I l remains bounded (by
llplll E). Consider (2.3) with k = 0,

+

where p, has been chosen to be @ from Lemma 4. Thus

which may be made less than 1 - 1 1 4 . Thus, by Lemma 3, a, + 0 as k + m
quadratically.
Now it is shown that lIp,lll remains bounded as k + m. From (2.6),

274
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since 61 + m: is invertible by Lemma 2. Thus

since a; I a, for all i t 0. Thus

where Do = ao/(l - ao) and po i1 is as defined in (3.6). Ask + co,the product term
approaches a limit since po < 1 [C2, p. 1581. Similarly, it may be verified that (using
(2.6))

and the product term again has a limit as k -r m.
It now remains to verify (c) and (d). First, consider (where 1, norms are used
throughout)
ll'~-qk'nll = I l ~ k * ( p k * +
( ~~~) * ~ ; - b I ) * w ; l l

from (2.3). Thus llq - qk,,jll + 0. Observe that

So
and thus

Now
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Also
llP - Pkl

=

lI(Pk * w - 61) *PI

I Ilpll ll~k*w - 6111 -to3

(3.33)

establishing (c) and (d) apart from the quadratic rate of convergence. The quadratic
convergence follows from Lemma 3 as follows. From (2.5)

This establishes the quadratic convergence since wk and p, are bounded as k -t m.
This concludes the proof.
Corollary. The sequence Wk of Newton-Raphson iterates in the frequency domain,
together with their inverses Wk-', converge in L, for all p E [I, CO].
Proof. From Theorem 1, I/ w - wkll, -t 0 which implies I W - WkII, + 0, by the
properties of the Fourier transform [DV, p. 2501. Hence II W - WkIIp5 I W - WkII,
yields the result. The same applies to the inverse using Ilp - pkll, + 0.
Comment. If the initial iteratc who is chosen to be the unit impulse sequence S(n),
then equation (2.2) shows that Awko = q'. Then a, = llq'll,; thus if IlqI, < 1,
convergence of the scheme is guaranteed with this initial choice of iterate.

4. Error Localization in Spectral Factorization
In the concluding discussion and appendix of [GA], reference is made to the
possibility of the existence of an error "localization" property in the spectral factorization operation. By localization is meant that if the spectral matrix @(eL")is
perturbed slightly and smoothly in some subinterval of [-n, ir], then the resulting
perturbation in the spectral factor W(eIW)should be "mostly" contained wlthin the
same subinterval. This conjecture (which appears to be generally accepted as true
but appears never to have been verified) is based on the fact that in the scalar case,
such localization indeed exists, due to the properties of the Hilbert transform which
can be used to relate the magnitude and phase of an analytic function. In [A21 and
[GA] it is shown that the phase of the spectral factor may be related to the spectrum
according to

for a certain kernel g(., .), where g(w, .) E L,[-n,

n] for all o E [-g n] with the
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-40

-4

I

-2

0

2

4

Radian Frequency
Fig. 1 Hilbert transform kernel g(o,8) for o = 4 2 showing the discontinuities at 8 =

+li/Z.

L, norm bounded as w varies over [-n, n]. The mapping defined by (4.1) is

EL, into arg W(eCi") E L,. The formula (4.1)is the
continuous from d@(eiB)/@(e")
z-plane version of an s-plane formula which has been known for a long time (see,
e.g., [ZD] and [B]). The kernel g is given by
g(w, 8) = logjsin[(o

+ 8)/2]/sin[(w - 6')/2]l.

(4.2)

The form of g(w, 6') exhibits a sharp concentration around 0 = fw, as shown in
Fig. 1, which depicts g(w, 8) for o = zJ2. Since the magnitude of W is directly
related to @ (i.e., by square root), localization in the magnitude part of W is ensured.
Thus, if the perturbation of d@(eiB)/@(eiB)
is localized in some subinterval, the
perturbation in the spectral factor W will be essentially localized in that interval.
In the matrix case, the Bode formula (4.1) cannot be applied, so it is necessary to
examine the localization properties of the spectral factorization directly. Both the
iterative scheme given in [DV, pp. 211-2131 and the Newton-Raphson method
considered here provide some evidence that the localization property does indeed
hold for the matrix spectral factorization. A quantitative theory for localization has
not been attempted because of the technical difficulty in providing a useful analytic
definition for the localization property, and in showing that this property is in some
sense preserved through the iterations to be considered. Instead, a qualitative
argument based on continuity properties inherent in the iterations will be provided.
Consider now the factorization of I + Y AY where AY is a frequency localized
perturbation. It suffices to consider the case Y = 0, for if I Y = VV* and

+

I

+

+ Y + AY = (V + AV)(V* + AV*),

(4.3)
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I + V-' AY V-*

= (I

+ V-'

AV)(I

+ AV* V-*).
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(4.4)

Identify Q = V-' A'P V-* and W = I + V-' AV, then it suffices to show W is a
localized perturbation of I.
In [DV] it is shown that there is a sequence {P,} of matrix functions defined by
(i)

Po = I,

which are stable and converge in the operator norm on L2[-R, n] (i.e., in
L,[-x, n]) such that

Here II+ denotes the projection operator onto the stable part (this corresponds to
the projection onto the causal part in the time domain) and @ is identified with - Z
in [DV]. With Q, = I PI + ... + P, for k = 1, .. ., then by the linearity of the
projection operator
Q,= ~ + ( - @ Q , - I ) .
(4.7)

+

since jJII+JJ
= 1,
gives

11@11 < 1, and from

[DV, W-I = I

+ II+(-QW-I).

Also, this

1
1
1- w-'Il 2 IIQII llw-'Il

from [DV]. Thus, from (4.8) and (4.9)
showing that Q, uniformly approximates W-' as k + oo. Since @ is a localized
perturbation for a given k, @Pk is a localized perturbation (since P, are bounded)
and thus P,,, will be a localized perturbation. This holds since the projection
n+(@P,)is related to @Pkcomponentwise by the Hilbert transform, i.e.,

for a matrix function A [ZD]. Thus Q, is localizedfor each finite k, with the "degree"
of localization decreasing as k increases. Then (4.10) suggests that, provided this
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degree of localization does not decrease too rapidly, W-' should be localized. Then
W is also localized. If, on the other hand, the convergence rate in (4.10) is not
sufficiently rapid, this argument may not be valid. This suggests that the NewtonRaphson iterates which converge with quadratic order may be better suited to this
argument.
Consider the Newton-Raphson iteration (2.6) in the frequency domain

An inductive argument may be used to show that the sequence of iterates Wk are
localized perturbations of I, again relying on the preservation of the localization
property through the projection II,. Then, since Wk + W quadratically in L,, it
may be argued that W is a localized perturbation of I.

5. Conclusion
This paper has described a Newton-Raphson procedure for determininga sequence
of real matrix causal impulse responses converging quadratically in I, to the causal
covariance factor of a self-adjoint matrix sequence in l,.This convergenceis guaranteed by suitable choice of the initial iterate, a choice which may always be made by
selecting a rational approximation to the derivative of the spectral matrix. The
problem of obtaining a multiplicative decomposition into causal and anticausal
covariance factors is thus reduced to obtaining a (possibly infinite) number of
additive decompositions which possess simpler properties. This iteration has been
compared w~tha scheme presented in connection with the proof of the factorization
theorem in [DV]; however, the scheme of [DV] does not appear to offer quadratic
convergence. However, global convergence is possible (with any initial iterate) in
this case. The question of global convergence for the Newton-Raphson scheme
is left open, although the general convergence illustrated by Newton-Raphson
approaches to the factorization of continuous self-adjointFredholm kernels considered in [A3], and the solution of algebraic Riccati equations [A41 suggests that less
restrictive convergence conditions might be established for this scheme.
The paper has also considered the property of error localization in spectral
factorization: small, smooth perturbations of the spectral matrix in a subinterval
give rise to small perturbations in the spectral factors which are mostly confined to
the subinterval. The preservation of this localization property under the projection
onto the subalgebra of stable matrix transfer functions is a result of the localization
properties of the Hilbert transform operation. In the scalar case, the Hilbert transform relationships may be used directly to compute the spectral factors in terms of
the spectrum [A2], and to establish the localization property. Arguments are
presented to suggest that the Newton-Raphson iteration preserves the localization
property, and that the quadratic convergence rate may be sufficiently fast to overcome the degree to which the localization is degraded in each iteration. The
requirement of differentiability of the spectrum appears necessary for the localiza-
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tion property to hold, as evidenced by the example provided in [ZD, p. 4321, where
it is easily demonstrated that a bound on the derivative of the real part of a scalar
transfer function is needed in order to control the imaginary part.
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